Simulating Increased Permafrost Peatland Plant Productivity in Response to Belowground Fertilisation Using the JULES Land Surface Model
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Abstract: Several experimental studies have shown that climate-warming-induced permafrost thaw releases previously unavailable nitrogen which can lower nitrogen limitation, increase plant productivity, and counteract some of the carbon released from thawing permafrost. The net effect of this belowground fertilisation effect remains debated and is yet to be included in Earth System models. Here, we included the impact of thaw-related nitrogen fertilisation on vegetation in the Joint UK Land Environment Simulator (JULES) land surface model for the first time. We evaluated its ability to replicate a three-year belowground fertilisation experiment in which JULES was generally able to simulate belowground fertilisation in accordance with the observations. We also ran simulations under future climate to investigate how belowground nitrogen fertilisation affects the carbon cycle. These simulations indicate an increase in plant-available inorganic nitrogen at the thaw front by the end of the century with only the productivity of deep-rooting plants increasing in response. This suggests that deep-rooting species will have a competitive advantage under future climate warming. Our results also illustrate the capacity to simulate belowground nitrogen fertilisation at the thaw front in a global land surface model, leading towards a more complete representation of coupled carbon and nitrogen dynamics in the northern high latitudes.
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1. Introduction

Over recent decades, both the atmosphere and oceans have warmed, sea level has risen, snow cover and ice sheets have diminished, all whilst the atmospheric concentration of greenhouse gases have continued to increase [1]. Although changes have been observed globally, it is mostly agreed that northern high latitude and alpine regions are amongst the most vulnerable to climate change—currently warming at 0.6 °C per decade; over twice as fast as the global average [1–4]. Such regions hold a large portion of global organic carbon with approximately twice as much carbon being stored in frozen Arctic soil or permafrost as is currently in the atmosphere [5–8]. There is the potential for this carbon to be released into the atmosphere as greenhouse gases under permafrost thaw, creating a positive feedback loop onto climate [6,9–12].

There are an increasing number of both modelling and experimental studies which are beginning to explore the impact of an interactive nitrogen (N) cycle on the permafrost carbon feedback (for example, [13–16]). Generally, Arctic vegetation is strongly nitrogen-limited due to the supply of available soil mineral N being lower than the demands of the plant, reducing net primary productivity (NPP) [17–20]. However, with rising temperatures,
there is increased ‘greenness’ around the circumpolar Arctic [21,22], which is likely a result of increased biomass [21], changes in plant community composition [21,23–26], and changing plant phenology [21,27,28]. Although there are reports of background increases in tundra vegetation [21,25,29–31], Arctic shrub expansion is widely reported throughout the literature [21,22,32], with shrub species, such as birch, willow, and alder increasing in abundance, cover and height across the region [22]. Increases in shrub abundance can be attributed to various processes, such as rising temperatures, permafrost thaw, tundra fires, anthropogenic activity, etc. [22]. Rising temperatures can promote shrub growth either directly through physiological processes or indirectly by enhancing soil microbial activity such as increased nitrogen mineralisation which supplies nutrients for shrub uptake [22]. Arctic amplification of shrubs and other Arctic tundra also varies between species. For example, taller shrub species have been observed to have greater nitrogen availability and faster nitrogen cycling compared to shorter, low shrubs [22,32,33]. Whilst shrubs that are able to grow in cover or height can restrict the growth of other species by limiting light [22,34], suggesting some species may have a competitive advantage under further future warming. The interactions between this enhanced vegetation growth and the availability of mineral nitrogen is uncertain and will impact the magnitude and timing of the permafrost carbon feedback [6,13].

Recent experimental studies at selected sites suggest that nitrogen at depth in the soil (organic and inorganic), previously unavailable to plants due to its frozen state, could be made accessible by warming-induced permafrost thaw and reduce plant nitrogen limitation in the future [13–15,35–40]. Furthermore, there is evidence that future warming may result in an increased abundance of Arctic plant roots with depth, further increasing plant uptake of previously unavailable nutrients [40–44]. For example, certain shrub species such as the dwarf birch *Betula nana* is able to take advantage of increased temperatures and subsequent thaw depth, by rapidly elongating its short shoots [22]. This suggests that increased nitrogen availability could reduce or even outpace nitrogen demand of Arctic vegetation and hence nitrogen limitation [36].

In this study, we run a version of the JULES land surface model for an experimental site in Abisko, Sweden, where near-surface and thaw-front nitrogen addition experiments were conducted, to evaluate the ability of JULES to simulate the response of plants to increased mineral nitrogen availability within the soil. In addition, we ran simulations driven by the projected changes in climate in the future to quantify the potential impact of permafrost thawing on the mineral nitrogen and the subsequent response of vegetation carbon in plausible future climates.

2. Methods

2.1. Site Description

The site is situated at the Stordalen ombrotrophic peat mire in northern Sweden (68°21.4280’ N, 19°03.1810’ E, 351 m.a.s.l.). The site lies within the zone of discontinuous permafrost, but permafrost degradation over recent decades has left the area being more characteristic of the sporadic permafrost zone [45]. At the lower elevations, permafrost typically only occurs in the elevated palsa within the peat mires with wet and non-permafrost depressions covering much of the mire [45,46]. The elevated palsa are usually covered by mosses, lichens, sedges, and dwarf shrub [40,47]. Maximum thaw depth in the palsa is typically 45–50 cm [40] with the volume of soil accessible to plant roots increasing over the course of the growing season. Peat thickness can be up to 3 m. Mean annual temperature has been increasing over recent decades and has fluctuated around 0 °C since the 1990’s [48]. As a result, permafrost thaw and vegetation shifts have occurred in some areas, replacing palsa with bogs or fens [47,49]. For a more detailed description of observations and changes in Abisko, see [46].

We used data from a belowground nitrogen fertilisation experiment that [40] carried out at Stordalen to identify the potential impact of increased nitrogen availability at the permafrost thaw front on subarctic peatland vascular-plant production and species perfor-
mance. Table 1 summarises the observed characteristics of the two main vegetation types at the site. Table 1 shows that only *Rubus chamaemorus* (Cloudberry) has roots present at the 45-cm thaw front. Roots of the other species (mainly *E. hermaphroditum*, or Mountain Crowberry) were confined to the upper 25 cm of the soil.

Slow-release nitrogen fertiliser grains were added at two different depths within the soil (at 10 cm depth denoted near-surface and at 45 cm depth denoted thaw-front) through an aluminium tube in grids of nine points, which was then monitored by [35] over a three-year period. This was done in randomly selected plots of 60 × 60 cm dominated by *E. hermaphroditum* and *R. chamaemorus* (78% and 12% of total biomass, respectively, Table 1). Fertiliser grains work through adding nutrients to the soil by naturally breaking down and decomposing due to moisture and temperature at a steady rate. Grains consisted of a nitrogen:phosphorus:potassium ratio of 17:3:11, respectively, with the 17% nitrogen consisting of 8.9% NH$_4$-N and 8.1% NO$_3$-N. Fertiliser was applied to give four different treatments: near-surface fertilisation ($N_{\text{NearSurface}}^+$), thaw-front fertilisation ($N_{\text{ThawFront}}^+$), both near-surface and thaw-front fertilisation ($N_{\text{Both}}^+$), and a control simulation with no fertilisation (*Control*). The authors of [35] found that the three-year fertilisation resulted in increased plant biomass and increased plant nitrogen content. Although all species responded to near-surface fertilisation ($N_{\text{NearSurface}}^+$), only the deep-rooting species responded to the fertilisation at the thaw-front ($N_{\text{ThawFront}}^+$). Here, we evaluate the ability of JULES to represent this response of vegetation to application of nitrogen fertiliser both near the surface, at the thaw front, and at both depths.

Table 1. Summary of the observed plant characteristics of the two dominant vegetation types observed in the plots. Root content was evaluated at a top soil layer depth of 15 cm and included all living roots larger than 0.1 mm. * Estimated from Figure 3 in [40].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th><em>Rubus Chamaemorus</em></th>
<th><em>Empetrum Hermaphroditum</em></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Common name</td>
<td>Cloudberry</td>
<td>Mountain Crowberry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>perennial deciduous</td>
<td>low-growing evergreen shrub</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biomass (%)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aboveground biomass (gDW m$^{-2}$) *</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Root depth (m)</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Root density in top layer (gm$^{-2}$)</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leaf C:N ratio</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aboveground C:N ratio *</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equivalent JULES simulations</td>
<td>CN$_{\text{low, Root60}}$</td>
<td>CN$_{\text{high, Root25}}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2. Model Description

JULES forms the land-surface component of the UK Earth System Model (UKESM, [50]) and can be run either in a coupled mode, or offline using observed meteorology, at point, regional or global scales [51–53]. The model simulates fluxes of energy, water, carbon, and nitrogen. It has a dynamic vegetation model, namely, the Top-down Representation of Interactive Foliage and Flora Including Dynamics (TRIFFID) where different plant functional types (PFTs) compete for space based on their height [54].

Recent developments within JULES include the addition of a terrestrial nitrogen cycle which has a representation of all of the key terrestrial nitrogen processes. This closely follows the structure of the carbon cycle [53]. Nitrogen inputs to the land surface are via biological fixation, fertilisation, and nitrogen deposition, with losses from the land surface via leaching and gas loss. JULES simulates a nitrogen-limited ecosystem by reducing the NPP if there is insufficient available nitrogen. Any excess carbon is assumed to be lost from the system.

The soil biogeochemistry is represented using the standard four-pool RothC soil carbon model [52] in which the total litter carbon flux (taken as a sum from leaves, roots, and stem) is split into either a decomposable plant material (DPM) pool or resistant plant
Nitrogen is transferred between the organic and inorganic pools depending on the respiration and the carbon-nitrogen ratio (C:N) of the organic pool. For each soil layer, the inorganic nitrogen pool \( (N_{in}(z) \text{ in kg[N] m}^{-2}) \) is the balance of biological nitrogen fixation (first term in Equation (1)), plant nitrogen uptake (second term in Equation (1)), net mineralisation \( (M_{net}(z) \text{ in kg[N] m}^{-2}s^{-1}) \), external inputs via deposition and fertilisation \( (N_{add}(z) \text{ in kg[N] m}^{-2}s^{-1}) \), transfer of dissolved inorganic N between layers \( (N_{flux}(z) \text{ in kg[N] m}^{-2}s^{-1}) \), and gaseous emission \( (N_{gast}(z) \text{ in kg[N] m}^{-2}s^{-1}) \). This is represented by the following equation:

\[
\frac{dN_{in}(z)}{dt} = \sum_i v_i BNF_f R_{i, i}(z) - \sum_i v_i \Phi_i f_{i, i}(z) + M_{net}(z) + N_{add}(z) - N_{flux}(z) - N_{gast}(z) \tag{1}
\]

where \( v_i \) is the PFT fraction for PFT \( i \) and \( BNF_f \) is the biological nitrogen fixation for PFT \( i \) in kg[N] m\(^{-2}\) s\(^{-1}\). The inputs from biological nitrogen fixation for PFT \( i \) are distributed vertically according to the normalised fraction of roots in each soil layer \( (f_{R, i}(z)) \) described below and shown in Equation (2). \( \Phi_i \) is the plant nitrogen uptake for PFT \( i \) in kg[N] m\(^{-2}\) s\(^{-1}\), \( f_{i, i}(z) \) is the fraction of available inorganic nitrogen in each soil layer for PFT \( i \). This is dependent on both the rooting depth and the active layer depth of the soil (depth to which the soil is thawed, therefore greater than 0 °C) and described by Equations (3) and (4).

The normalised root distribution \( (f_{R, i}(z)) \) in the first term of Equation (1) is given by:

\[
f_{R, i}(z) = \frac{f_{root, i}(z)}{\int_0^{z_{max}} f_{root, i}(z)dz} \tag{2}
\]

where \( z_{max} \) is the maximum soil depth.

The plant uptake term in Equation (1) \( (\sum_i v_i \Phi_i f_{i, i}(z)) \) limits the ability of the plants to access the inorganic nitrogen. First, we assume that if a soil layer is outside the active layer depth and therefore frozen, then plants cannot uptake any of the inorganic nitrogen in that layer. Secondly, plants can only have direct access to a certain fraction of the soil, according to their root fraction, \( f_{root, i}(z) \). Therefore, for each PFT \( i \) and for each soil layer, we define an ‘available’ inorganic nitrogen pool which is a fraction of the total inorganic nitrogen pool in that layer \( (N_{in}(z)) \) that could potentially be extracted by the vegetation. At equilibrium, this is defined by:

\[
N_{avail, i}(z) = f_{root, i}(z) N_{in}(z) T(z) \tag{3}
\]

where \( T(z) = 0 \) when the soil temperature in the layer is less than 0 °C (depth is outside active layer and so no \( N_{avail} \) for the soil layer, \( z \)) and \( T(z) = 1 \) otherwise. Nitrogen is taken up from this available pool around the roots, and over time, this available pool will be refilled. Any biological nitrogen fixation goes directly into the available pool, and other fluxes are simply added according to the ratio of the available to total inorganic nitrogen pools at equilibrium (thus, the available pool would always follow Equation (3) were it not for the fixation and uptake by plants). Plant uptake is extracted entirely from the available nitrogen pool. The proportion of available N that is taken up by the plant is given by:

\[
f_{i, i}(z) = \frac{N_{avail, i}(z)}{\int_0^{z_{max}} N_{avail, i}(z)dz} \tag{4}
\]
This is similar to the distribution of roots in the soil (Equation (2)). The prescribed nitrogen addition term, \( N_{\text{add}}(z) \) was modified to allow extra inorganic nitrogen to be added either to the surface as deposition or at any given depth within the soil. This enables fertiliser to be added directly into the soil profile.

In this version of JULES, the rooting profiles \( f_{R,i}(z) \) of Arctic shrub PFTs were re-parameterised to be consistent with the specific field site data. The standard root distribution in JULES reduces exponentially with depth (and consequently never reaches zero). The new parameterisation is a linear distribution with a cut-off at the maximum rooting depth \( R_{\text{max},i} \) which is a function of PFT \( i \). This was done in order to ensure that there was an imposed maximum value of the rooting depth and no roots present at depths greater than this:

\[
f_{\text{root},i}(z) = \begin{cases} 
1 - \frac{z}{R_{\text{max},i}} & z < R_{\text{max},i} \\
0 & z \geq R_{\text{max},i}
\end{cases}
\]

where \( f_{\text{root},i}(z) \) (dimensionless) is the volumetric root fraction of PFT \( i \) at a given soil level and \( R_{\text{max},i} \) is a prescribed parameter defining the maximum rooting depth of each PFT \( i \). Consequently, \( f_{\text{root},i}(z) \) is 1 at the soil surface and zero at \( R_{\text{max},i} \).

The consequences of this modelling framework means that any inorganic nitrogen below the maximum summer thaw depth is not available for plant uptake because it is assumed plants cannot access any inorganic nitrogen in frozen soils. In addition, the plants cannot access any inorganic nitrogen below the maximum rooting depth.

Described below is the JULES setup used to simulate the fertilisation experiments conducted by [40] at Abisko and to make projections of the response of the vegetation in a changing climate. This configuration of JULES includes both the vertically resolved soil carbon and nitrogen cycle described above.

2.3. Model Configuration

A high-latitude (or Arctic) shrub \( \text{C}_3 \) PFT was defined to better represent the vegetation found in the Abisko region (see Table A1 for more details of the modified parameters). In particular, the Arctic \( \text{C}_3 \) PFT has an optimum temperature range for photosynthesis which makes it more productive in the northern high latitudes. This was the only vegetation type that was allowed to grow in any specific simulation, all of the other PFTs were suppressed to small constant fractions by setting very high disturbance rates. This meant we could analyse the effects of belowground fertilisation on the high-latitude \( \text{C}_3 \) PFT without complexities such as competition and allowed a more direct comparison to study of [40].

In addition, both the C:N ratio of the vegetation and the maximum rooting depths were changed to more accurately match the observations of the two key species at the site: \( E. \) hermaphroditum is a shallow-rooted plant with a high C:N ratio and \( R. \) chamaemorus is a deep-rooted plant with a lower C:N ratio (Table 1, [40]). These were parameterised separately in JULES by representing \( E. \) hermaphroditum using a shallow rooting depth of 25 cm and modifying the nitrogen concentration in the vegetation to give a whole plant C:N ratio of approximately 60 (see Table A2, column \( CN_{\text{high Root}25} \)). \( R. \) chamaemorus was parameterised using a deep rooting depth of 60 cm and modifying the nitrogen concentration in the vegetation. This gives a C:N ratio of approximately 15 (see Table A2, column \( CN_{\text{low Root}60} \)). This root depth is slightly deeper than that observed for \( R. \) chamaemorus, but our simulations of the maximum summer thaw depth are deeper than that observed by [40]; so, the separation between the maximum root depth and the maximum summer thaw depth is similar in both cases.

Two different sets of JULES runs were carried out where only one type of vegetation was allowed to grow in each set of JULES runs. These simulations evolve their individual soil carbon and nitrogen distributions which are very different between \( CN_{\text{high Root}25} \) and \( CN_{\text{low Root}60} \). To facilitate comparison with the site observations, an additional set of model
runs (PFT compete) was carried out where both vegetation types were present and allowed to compete for space. In this case, the soil carbon and nitrogen are the same for each vegetation type as would happen in reality.

2.4. Model Setup

The meteorological driving data for the historical period were prepared using observations from the site combined with Water and Global Change forcing data (WFD: [56], 1958–2001) and WATCH-ForcingData-ERA-Interim (WFDEI: [57], 1979–2012) reanalysis data for the grid cell containing the site [45]. The WFDEI data were corrected to match the observations for the overlapping time periods, and then, the WFD was corrected to match the WFDEI. This results in a continuous time series of 3-hourly meteorological data from 1901 to 2016. Meteorological observations from the Abisko Research Station were used for correction. However, the air temperature was reduced by 1 °C to account for the differences between the mire and the Research Station [45]. Calculations from the air temperatures used in the driving data give 525 growing degree days above 5 °C, an index of plant growth. Snowfall is highly uncertain—here, we estimated the observed snowfall from the observed snow depth by treating any increase in depth as a snowfall event with an assumed snow density [45]. The snow depth at the Research Station is only available every 5-days, meaning there could be compaction of the snow between readings. In addition, this site is a relatively warm permafrost site with potential for melt events during winter; therefore, a relatively high density of 240 kg m\(^{-3}\) was assumed. The snow depth at the Research Station differs from that at the mire; so, we included an additional correction by scaling the snowfall according to the ratio of monthly snow depths at the mire compared with the Research Station [45]. All the other meteorological observations were taken directly from the Research Station data.

Vertically resolved soil thermal and hydraulic properties for JULES were derived from the measured profiles of soil carbon and bulk density. Firstly, the volumetric fraction of organic matter in the soil was estimated using carbon content, and secondly, organic and mineral soil properties were combined as described in [58]. The texture of the mineral component of the soil in the mire was assumed to be silt. JULES was set up to have 14 soil layers increasing in thickness from the surface to a maximum soil depth of 3 m (thickness of layer \( n = 0.05n^{0.75} \)).

2.5. Present-Day Fertilisation Experiments

To evaluate the ability of JULES to reproduce belowground fertilisation observations, we replicated the three-year belowground fertilisation experiments conducted by [40]. JULES was initially spun up for 10,000 years by repeating the forcing data from 1901–1921. The model was then run for the period 1901–2016 for a control (Control) simulation.

During the field experiment, [40] added slow-release nitrogen fertiliser equivalent to 8 g[N] m\(^{-2}\) at a depth of 45 cm in September 2007, to mimic increased nitrogen-availability at the thaw-front as a result of permafrost thaw. This deep fertiliser then froze and became available to the plant roots about half way through the subsequent growing season in mid 2008. A similar amount was added at a depth of 10 cm in June 2008 to represent increased nitrogen mineralisation in response to climate warming. The impact of the slow-release fertiliser on plant biomass was measured after three years. The slow release fertilisation was prescribed as a constant input to JULES of 0.0073 g[N] m\(^{-2}\) day\(^{-1}\) for the three growing seasons. This is equivalent to approximately 2.67 g[N] m\(^{-2}\) year\(^{-1}\). The \( N^+_{\text{NearSurface}} \) simulation had fertiliser added near the surface at 10 cm, whilst \( N^+_{\text{ThawDepth}} \) had fertiliser added near to the thaw-front at 47.3 cm, and \( N^+_{\text{Both}} \) (not shown) had fertiliser added at both 10 cm and 47.3 cm. All fertilisers were added at the same time as during the [40] experiment. In each simulation, including Control, nitrogen deposition is also added to the top layer of the soil based on external input taken from an ACCMIP multi-model dataset interpolated to annual fields [53,59]. These present day simulations were used to evaluate the ability of the vegetation in JULES to respond to the nitrogen addition.
for the $CN_{\text{high} \text{Root}25}$ and $CN_{\text{low} \text{Root}60}$ vegetation types and when both types of vegetation are present ($PFT_{\text{compete}}$).

2.6. Future Simulations

In order to explore the response of the vegetation to changing inorganic nitrogen availability under future climate change, simulations for the period up to 2100 were carried out under the ‘high emissions’ RCP8.5 scenario. Monthly climate anomalies/scale factors from CCSM4 were applied on top of repeating meteorological data for the period 2001–2010 [58,60]. These provide driving data for one potential future with a change in the mean climatology, but no change in the climate variability which may well further impact the plant response.

The control runs (Control) were continued until the end of the century for $CN_{\text{high} \text{Root}25}$ and $CN_{\text{low} \text{Root}60}$ and the response of the vegetation quantified. There is growing evidence that permafrost thaw and subsequent new nitrogen additions can cause increased root length and growth deeper into the active layer [43]. Within JULES, roots are unable to grow in simulations; therefore, by running further sets of Control simulations with deeper prescribed maximum rooting depths, we were able to explore the impact of these deeper roots on the vegetation growth. It was assumed that the shallow rooting species ($CN_{\text{high} \text{Root}25}$) could increase its maximum rooting depth to 60 cm or approximately the depth of the deep-rooting species already present at the site ($CN_{\text{high} \text{Root}60}$). It was assumed that the deeper rooting depth ($CN_{\text{low} \text{Root}60}$) could increase its roots to 90 cm, or about 30 cm above the maximum summer thaw depth at the end of the century ($CN_{\text{low} \text{Root}90}$). This was done by changing the volumetric fraction of roots in each layer.

The simulations carried out during this study are summarised below in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>C:N Ratio</th>
<th>Root Depth (m)</th>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Present/Future</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$CN_{\text{high} \text{Root}25}$ higher</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>both</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$CN_{\text{high} \text{Root}25}$ higher</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>present</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$CN_{\text{high} \text{Root}25}$ higher</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>TF</td>
<td>present</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$CN_{\text{high} \text{Root}25}$ higher</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>NS − TF</td>
<td>present</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$CN_{\text{high} \text{Root}60}$ higher</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>both</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$CN_{\text{low} \text{Root}60}$ lower</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>both</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$CN_{\text{low} \text{Root}60}$ lower</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>present</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$CN_{\text{low} \text{Root}60}$ lower</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>TF</td>
<td>present</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$CN_{\text{low} \text{Root}90}$ lower</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>both</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Results

3.1. Evaluation of Control Simulations

The model physics has previously been evaluated at Storfälaket and Stordalen peat mire by [45,58]. This is also summarised in Figure 1 for the Control simulation of $PFT_{\text{compete}}$ which shows the simulated snow depth, soil temperature, and active layer compared with the observations. The model matches the soil temperature observations well but has a small warm bias in soil temperature during the winter. There is a general agreement between the observed and modelled snow depth. The mean simulated maximum summer thaw
depth between 2006 and 2014 is 64 cm which falls well within the range of observational uncertainty at Storflaket. However, this is slightly deeper than the active layer at the experimental site described in [40]. \( CN_{\text{high Root25}} \) and \( CN_{\text{low Root60}} \) simulations (not shown) have some very minor differences in these physical variables mainly caused by differences in the canopy height and evapotranspiration. For example, the mean maximum summer thaw depth ranges from 60 cm for \( CN_{\text{low Root60}} \) to 65 cm for \( CN_{\text{high Root25}} \).

Figure 1. Soil temperature in °C at (a) 15 cm depth and (b) 50 cm depth. (c) The monthly mean simulated thaw depth (m) alongside the observed annual mean maximum summer thaw depth and its uncertainties. (d) The time series of the snow depth with the available observations.

The most realistic simulation of this specific field site is expected to be the \( PFT_{\text{compete}} \) simulation which allows both the shallow and deep-rooted vegetation to co-exist. The competition in \( PFT_{\text{compete}} \) means that \( CN_{\text{low Root60}} \) covers about 40% of the grid cell and \( CN_{\text{high Root25}} \) covers about 55% of the grid cell with the rest bare soil. This means that the \( PFT_{\text{compete}} \) simulation contains more of \( CN_{\text{low Root60}} \) vegetation when compared with the observations (12% and 78% observed for \( CN_{\text{low Root60}} \) and \( CN_{\text{high Root25}} \), respectively, with no bare soil). In addition, there is \( Sphagnum fuscum \) moss at the observation site, which is not currently represented in JULES. The \( CN_{\text{low Root60}} \) and \( CN_{\text{high Root25}} \) simulations, with only one type of vegetation present, have approximately 80% vegetation cover and 20% bare soil.

The soil carbon profiles and the gross primary productivity (GPP) are shown in Figure 2 for the three different configurations, i.e., \( PFT_{\text{compete}}, CN_{\text{high Root25}}, \) and \( CN_{\text{low Root60}} \). The GPP is compared with the estimate from the FLUXNET2015 [61] dataset for Stordalen Mire and the soil carbon compared with the observational data used by [45]. The GPP for \( PFT_{\text{compete}} \) where both vegetation types are present compares well with these observations. This appears to be a combination of the lower GPP associated with \( CN_{\text{high Root25}} \) and the higher GPP associated with \( CN_{\text{low Root60}} \). The simulated amount of soil carbon in Figure 2 is too small and the profile of soil carbon is more representative of a mineral soil with some organic matter—high soil carbon at the surface decreasing with depth. However, Stordalen Mire has a peat soil, a representation of which is currently under development for JULES [62]. The soil C:N ratios are significantly impacted by the vegetation type through the quality of the litter with the \( CN_{\text{high Root25}} \) having a value of 50 and \( CN_{\text{low Root60}} \) a value of 24. \( PFT_{\text{compete}} \) has a value of 29 which is very near the value prescribed in JULES for the biomass and hummus pools.
Figure 2. (a) Seasonal cycle of gross primary productivity (GPP) and (b) the profile of soil carbon simulated by the Control simulation for three configurations: $CN_{\text{high Root} 25}$, $CN_{\text{low Root} 60}$, and $PFT_{\text{compete}}$.

The vertical profile of total inorganic nitrogen for $CN_{\text{low Root} 60}$ shown in Figure 3 has much less inorganic nitrogen than $CN_{\text{high Root} 25}$ with the peak amount nearer the surface of the soil. The shape of the $PFT_{\text{compete}}$ profile is more similar to $CN_{\text{high Root} 25}$. In all cases, the amount of inorganic nitrogen peaks around or just below the top of the permafrost table, which matches with observations, for example, as seen in [35].

Figure 4a(i),b(i) shows the seasonal cycle of the available inorganic nitrogen for Control. As suggested by Figure 3 and by the fact that in $CN_{\text{high Root} 25}$ the roots only go down to 25 cm, there is more available inorganic nitrogen in $CN_{\text{low Root} 60}$. Interestingly, in the $CN_{\text{high Root} 25}$ Control simulation, the available inorganic nitrogen gets used up very early during the growing season, and there is very little available later in the summer.
Figure 3. Vertical profile of inorganic nitrogen as a monthly average between 2007–2014 for Control and CN$_{high}$. Root$_{25}$ (25 cm rooting depth) and CN$_{low}$. Root$_{60}$ (60 cm rooting depth), and PFT competit. The mean maximum summer thaw depth is between 60 and 65 cm.

Figure 4. Inorganic nitrogen available to plant species with (a) CN$_{high}$. Root$_{25}$ (shallow 25 cm roots) and (b) CN$_{low}$. Root$_{60}$ (deep 60 cm roots) throughout the year 2010 for the four different fertilisation simulations: (i) Control, (ii) near-surface soil nitrogen fertilisation—$N^+_{NearSurf}$, (iii) fertilisation at the thaw front—$N^+_{ThawFront}$, and (iv) both near-surface and thaw-front fertilisation—$N^+_{Both}$. Dashed lines indicate the maximum depths of the roots. Grey shading indicates the times and depth of the thawed soil.
3.2. Impact of Nitrogen Addition on Vegetation

The impact of the nitrogen addition to the soil (either just below the surface; at the thaw front; or at both depths) on the plant-available inorganic nitrogen is shown in Figure 4. Simulations for $CN_{\text{high Root}25}$ with the shallow rooting depths had a large increase in plant-available inorganic nitrogen near the surface of the soil in response to $N_{\text{near surface}}^{+}$ compared to the Control, whilst the soil nitrogen fertilisation at the thaw front had no effect (Figure 4a, top two rows). Simulations with the deep-rooting vegetation ($CN_{\text{low Root60}}$) showed an increase in plant-available inorganic nitrogen for all nitrogen fertilisation scenarios when compared to the Control. However, this increase continues later in the growing season when fertiliser was applied at the thaw front compared with when fertiliser was applied to the near surface of the soil (Figure 4b, bottom two rows). Furthermore, for both deep- and shallow-rooting species, the simulations with the nitrogen added at both the near surface of the soil and at the thaw front ($N_{\text{both}}^{+}$) are approximately the sum of the two corresponding individual experiments.

Figure 5 shows the NPP of the different experiments. The NPP of Control (no added nitrogen fertilisation) shows the deep-rooting species are slightly more productive than the shallow-rooting species reaching a maximum of around 2 gm$^{-2}$ per day as opposed to around 1 gm$^{-2}$ for the species with shallow roots. The simulated impact of the nitrogen fertiliser addition on NPP is also shown in Figure 5 for $CN_{\text{high Root25}}$ and $CN_{\text{low Root60}}$. $NPP_{\text{pot}}$ represents the potential amount of NPP if there was sufficient plant-available nitrogen. Only shallow-rooting species ($CN_{\text{high Root25}}$), where nitrogen was added near the soil surface, achieve their potential NPP. In fact, they have a higher NPP than the Control simulation because the fertilisation has enabled the plants to spread into previously bare soil. Nitrogen addition at the thaw front has no impact on the NPP for $CN_{\text{high Root25}}$ because the maximum rooting depth of these plants is less than the depth at which the thaw-front nitrogen fertiliser is applied. In the case of the deep-rooting species, the near surface addition of nitrogen gives an initial increase in NPP at the start of the growing season, but the additional nitrogen is quickly used up and the NPP returns to the same rate as in the Control experiment from June onward. Once the thaw depth of the soil becomes deep enough for the plants to access any nitrogen added to the thaw front, there is also an increase in NPP. This occurs between July and September. In the $N_{\text{both}}^{+}$ experiment, both effects occur. This is in line with the observed additive nature in the full-factorial experimental setup by [40], i.e., there were minimal interaction effects.

The degree of nitrogen limitation can be quantified by the response ratio which is the ratio of the potential amount of carbon that can be allocated to growth and spreading of the vegetation ($NPP_{\text{pot}}$) compared with the actual amount achieved in the natural state. A response ratio of greater than 1 means that adding extra nitrogen to the system will enhance the NPP achieved, in other words, the site is nitrogen-limited. The response ratio is shown in Table 3 and as suggested above, there is no nitrogen limitation for the shallow-rooting species when nitrogen is added to the near surface (either $N_{\text{near surface}}^{+}$ or $N_{\text{both}}^{+}$). The deep-rooting species has the potential to be over twice as productive but also much more nitrogen-limited (Table 3).

The NPP was not measured by [40], but they presented the impact of the N addition on the vegetation biomass. In the Control plots, the aboveground biomass was $\sim$8 gm$^{-2}$ for $R. \text{chamaemorus}$ and $\sim$55 gm$^{-2}$ for $E. \text{hermaphroditum}$. JULES simulated much higher biomass for $CN_{\text{low Root60}}$ (the equivalent of $R. \text{chamaemorus}$) at $\sim$95 gm$^{-2}$ and fairly similar values ($\sim$77 gm$^{-2}$) for $CN_{\text{high Root25}}$ (the equivalent of $E. \text{hermaphroditum}$). One reason for this difference may be that JULES assumes that the root carbon is the same as the leaf carbon. However, [40] suggested that the root biomass is much higher than the aboveground biomass—between 254 and 403 gm$^{-2}$ for $R. \text{chamaemorus}$ and 53 and 200 gm$^{-2}$ for $E. \text{hermaphroditum}$.
Figure 5. NPP for CN_{high}Root25 (left) and CN_{low}Root60 (right). The impact on the NPP of the different N addition experiments are shown in both cases throughout the year 2010. For CN_{high}Root25 (left) Control and N_{ThawFront}^+ are the same, so only N_{ThawFront}^+ is visible. Similarly, N_{NearSurface}^+ and N_{Both}^+ are the same.

Table 3. The response ratio which is defined as the ratio of the potential amount of carbon that can be allocated to growth and spreading of the vegetation (NPP_{pot}) compared with the actual amount achieved in the natural state (dimensionless). A value of 1.0 indicates the vegetation is not nitrogen-limited. The larger the value, the more nitrogen-limited the vegetation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CN_{high}Root25</th>
<th>CN_{low}Root60</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N_{NearSurface}^+</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N_{ThawFront}^+</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N_{Both}^+</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6 shows that impact of fertilisation on the aboveground biomass after the nitrogen addition. In all cases, as might be expected, there is an increase in aboveground biomass. Near surface fertilisation (shown in red) causes an increase in biomass for CN_{high}Root25 which is approximately twice that compared with CN_{low}Root60. This is fairly well aligned with the observations, although the observed response of *E. hermaphroditum* to near-surface fertilisation is smaller than the response of CN_{high}Root25 in JULES. CN_{high}Root25 has a very small response (<1 gm\(^{-2}\)) to thaw-front fertilisation both in JULES and in its equivalent observations for *E. hermaphroditum*. CN_{low}Root60 responds more to thaw-front fertilisation, increasing by over 9 gm\(^{-2}\) although this response in the model is less than observed for *R. chamaemorus* and less than that for the equivalent near-surface fertilisation. This is likely because the linearly decreasing profile of the root distribution prescribed in the model is not an accurate representation of the root profile of the deep-rooting species *R. chamaemorus* which was found to be relatively evenly distributed over the soil profile in [40]. Another possible cause of the differences is that addition of inorganic nitrogen to the thaw front only increased NPP beyond the control for one month (August) in the simulation, whilst, in reality, we would expect to observe longer impacts. Responses of both CN_{low}Root60 and CN_{high}Root25 show approximately additive behaviour with both near-surface and thaw-front fertilisation scenario (purple bars Figure 6) very similar to the near-surface and thaw-front fertilisation combined. This is comparable to the response of NPP in Figure 5.
Figure 6. The increase in vegetation aboveground biomass for the N addition experiments compared to the vegetation aboveground biomass of the Control for June 2011. JULES output is the right-hand bar of the pairs and the observations are the left-hand bar. The different colours of the bars represent the different addition experiments: $N_{\text{NearSurface}}$ is red, $N_{\text{ThawFront}}$ is pink, and $N_{\text{Both}}$ is purple.

3.3. Future Simulations

Future simulations under an RCP8.5 scenario show an increase in the 1.5-m air temperature of 4.8 °C between 2000–2010 and 2090–2100. This will also lead to an increase in the growing season. The annual mean snow depth reduces from around 3 cm to 1 cm in the same time period. Figure 7 shows the 10-year average seasonal cycle of the thawed soil (outlined in grey). The maximum summer thaw depth increases from around 60 cm in 2000–2010 to over 1.2 m in 2090–2100. There is also an increase in the duration of the thaw with a talik forming at about 1 m depth in the soil, in some simulations.

Figure 7. Inorganic nitrogen available to plant species with (a) $CN_{\text{high Root25}}$ for 2000–2010 (present) and (a)ii 2090–2100 (future under a RCP8.5 scenario), along with (a)iii $CN_{\text{high Root60}}$ for 2090–2100 (future under a RCP8.5 scenario). The bottom row shows (b) $CN_{\text{low Root60}}$ for 2000–2010 (present) and (b)ii 2090–2100 (future under a RCP8.5 scenario), along with (b)iii $CN_{\text{low Root90}}$ for 2090–2100 (future under a RCP8.5 scenario). The horizontal dotted line shows the maximum rooting depth. The grey shaded area represents the thawed soil.
Figure 7 also shows the plant-available inorganic nitrogen. This does not change very much in the future for $CN_{high Root25}$. The roots only access the top 25 cm of the soil, and use most of the available inorganic N at the beginning of the growing season. Therefore, the increase in temperature has a fairly small impact on the plant-available nitrogen. However, if the plants adapt by increasing their rooting depth down to the thaw front, there is much more plant-available nitrogen which is available for the majority of the growing season. The response is qualitatively similar for the deep-rooting species ($CN_{low Root60}$), but there is a lot more plant-available nitrogen in the soil both near the surface and deeper in the soil near the thaw front.

An estimate of the annual mean change (between 2090–2100 and 2000–2010) in plant-available nitrogen in the soil column is shown in Table 4. For the left-hand column, this was calculated outside JULES from the monthly mean profiles of soil temperature (future), total inorganic nitrogen (present), and rooting depth using Equation (4). The table separates the impact of the future changes in thaw depth with the 2 columns on the left derived using the present-day total inorganic nitrogen and the two columns on the right derived using the future total inorganic nitrogen. Results are shown for both the original species and the adapted species with deeper roots. The increased thaw depth has little impact on the plant-available N for the shallow-rooting species irrespective of changes in the nitrogen cycling. The plant-available inorganic nitrogen for the deep-rooting species ($CN_{low Root60}$) increases slightly in the future to around 1.6–1.8 g[N] m$^{-2}$ year$^{-1}$ again irrespective of changes in the nitrogen cycling. For comparison purposes, the amount added by [40] at one specific depth was equivalent to 2.7 g[N] m$^{-2}$ year$^{-1}$. However, if the plants increased their rooting depth, they have access to a larger pool of plant-available nitrogen. In particular, the 30-cm-prescribed increase in roots for $CN_{low Root60}$ gives plentiful access to inorganic nitrogen.

Table 4. Change in plant-available inorganic nitrogen (g[N] m$^{-2}$ year$^{-1}$) derived using Equation (4) from monthly JULES output, taken as 10-year annual averages for present (2000–2010) and future (2090–2100). In all cases, the maximum summer thaw depth is defined using the future simulations (i.e., >1.2 m). The left two columns show the change in available inorganic N using the present-day nitrogen cycle; so, they do not include any simulated change in total inorganic nitrogen as a result of a changing climate. The right two columns use the total inorganic nitrogen simulated for the future time period.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Present Total Inorganic N</th>
<th>Future Total Inorganic N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Std Roots</td>
<td>Deeper Roots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$CN_{high Root25}$</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$CN_{low Root60}$</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>34.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8 shows that plant productivity depends on the depth of the rooting profiles and the C:N ratio of the vegetation. The left-hand column in Figure 8 shows the seasonal cycle of the NPP for the present day compared with the the future and no adaptation of roots. For the deep-rooting species, $CN_{low Root60}$, there is some increase in NPP in the future but the plants remain nitrogen-limited. However, for the shallow-rooting species, $CN_{high Root25}$, there is only a very small increase in NPP in the future although the plants also remain nitrogen-limited. As might be expected with warmer temperatures, the future projections of NPP and potential NPP show that there is a longer growing season. This is particularly visible at the start of the growing season. The right-hand column shows the NPP in the future for plants with the same characteristics but deeper roots. These are compared with the $CN_{low Root60}$ and $CN_{high Root25}$ present-day simulations. These vegetation types with deeper roots show a marked increase in productivity in the future when the roots can access the mineral nitrogen deeper in the soil, and they are no longer nitrogen-limited. Despite the large amount of extra inorganic nitrogen available in these
simulations, \(CN_{\text{low} \text{Root}60}\) is still nitrogen-limited in the future. This is likely because the additional nitrogen becomes available near the end of the growing season (Table 4 and Figure 7).

The increasing temperature, increasing \(CO_2\) concentration, increasing plant-available nitrogen leads to an increase in productivity and therefore in total vegetation carbon. Figure 9 shows the increase in aboveground biomass is \(\sim 22\%\) from present-day to the end of the century for both species. If the vegetation is allowed to adapt in the future and increase its root depth, the increase in aboveground biomass from present is 30\% for the low C:N species with the deep roots and 38\% for the high C:N species with the shallow roots. Therefore, it is more beneficial for \(CN_{\text{high} \text{Root}25}\) to increase its roots and create more plant-available inorganic nitrogen, even though it is less nitrogen-limited in the present day than \(CN_{\text{low} \text{Root}60}\) (Table 3). The increase in aboveground biomass will lead to more litter fall and replenish the nutrients at the soil surface. In each of the simulations discussed in this section, there is only one species present. However, if the species co-existed, the nutrients released at the thaw front may well become available to the shallow-rooting species via the increase in litter fall and the deep-rooting species act as a nutrient pump.
4. Discussion

It has been shown that subarctic permafrost peatlands contain large amounts of plant-available nitrogen which may be released upon future thawing [13,35]. Such change in nutrient availability will impact (usually nitrogen-limited) vegetation by altering composition, productivity, and biomass [40] and could potentially counteract some of the carbon loss from thawing permafrost. Here, we show that it is possible to simulate belowground fertilisation in JULES by successfully replicating observations seen from previous fertilisation experiments. Our results show that near-surface fertilisation increases nitrogen available to both shallow- and deep-rooting species (Figure 4). However, only the deep-rooting species benefit from nitrogen applied at the permafrost thaw front. This is consistent with the experimental study conducted by [40]. In their study, [40] also found that deep-rooting plants were able to take up nutrients at the end of the growing season at the thaw front. This can be seen in our results by the substantial amount of nitrogen available to the deep-rooting plant species ($CN_{low Root60}$) near the thaw front where subsurface fertiliser has been applied (Figure 4b(iii,iv)) and by the increase in NPP in Figure 5. Since the largest thaw depth is reached at the end of the growing season, this ability to take up nitrogen late in the season is key to whether or not plant species can benefit from the nitrogen released from thawing permafrost in the future. These results contradict the assumption from both [63,64] that seasonal asynchrony between nitrogen-availability at the thaw front and plant nitrogen-demand means that nitrogen released from thawing permafrost will not affect biomass, and our study shows that the impact on biomass can be significant indeed.

Although broadly our results are similar to [40], the simulated increase in aboveground biomass in response to fertilisation differs from the values found in the [40] study. In particular, [40] showed the fertilisation at the thaw front had a larger effect on the aboveground biomass of the deep-rooting species ($R. chamaerorus$) than near-surface fertilisation, whereas our $CN_{low Root60}$ saw the opposite response. This difference is likely explained by
the relative amounts of roots in the soil profile, where larger a larger abundance of roots is observed at the thaw front for deep-rooting species compared to what is assumed in JULES. In addition, the deep-rooting PFT (CN_{low Root60}) has approximately 10 gm$^{-2}$ more aboveground biomass than our shallow-rooting PFT (CN_{high Root25}), which is contrary to that found by [40]. There is also an approximately double relative increase in aboveground biomass for CN_{high Root25} compared to CN_{low Root60} when near surface fertilizer was added. This is likely caused by differences in nitrogen-limitation, with shallow-rooting species being more nitrogen-limited near the surface (Figure 5).

Future projections show that increases in plant-available inorganic nitrogen from present to the end of the century under climate warming are broadly similar to the changes obtained from the fertilisation at the thaw front in the belowground fertilisation simulations (Table 4). This results in increases of productivity and subsequent changes in vegetation. Nitrogen mineralisation is a key process that provides plant-available inorganic nitrogen at depth and is affected by multiple factors, such as hydrology, biochemistry, oxygen availability, and soil temperatures [2,11,65]. Therefore, under future warming, nitrogen mineralisation at the thaw front could be impacted through the response of such factors. Nitrogen mineralisation is known to be highly sensitive to temperature change [35,66–68]. In shallow soil layers, plant-available nitrogen is enhanced due to increased mineralisation due to air temperatures [67,68]. Whilst warmer temperatures in deeper layers of permafrost soils can lead to warming-induced increased microbial activity and increased mineralisation rates of organic matter [66]. A study conducted by [35] investigating mineralisation sensitivity to increased temperatures in permafrost soils found a five-fold increase in mineralisation rates over 0.5–11 °C, highlighting the importance that nitrogen mineralisation might play in providing sources of inorganic nitrogen for plant uptake at the thaw front in the future. Thawing permafrost may also provide soil drainage and new oxygen availability which could further enhance mineralisation rates [66]. However, mineralisation rates may respond differently by different thawing scenarios [35]. For example, abrupt permafrost thaw can lead to the formation of permafrost ponds and wetland which, in turn, might limit mineralisation through soil moisture [69].

The effects of increased nitrogen availability and uptake are enhanced when the simulated root depth is allowed to increase with increased summer thaw depth. Previous work suggests that a mismatch in time between nutrient demand and nitrogen availability will result in a negligible impact on plant root dynamics with future permafrost thaw [63,64,70]. However, recent research suggests that plant rooting depth can increase in thawing permafrost ecosystems [40,42–44], suggesting that having deep roots could be more advantageous under future warming and could result in vegetation shifts [71,72]. In our simulations, the largest pools of plant-available inorganic nitrogen were seen when species roots were extended to account for future root plasticity (Table 4), resulting in higher uptake and productivity compared to species with no root growth into greater depths. Inorganic nitrogen uptake by the species with no root adaptation increased by the end of the century (54% and 75% for CN_{high Root25} and CN_{low Root60}, respectively). However, once the roots were allowed to adapt and grow deeper in the soil, the inorganic nitrogen uptake increased substantially—an increase of up to 300% when compared to present (Table A3). Increasing inorganic nitrogen uptake reduces nitrogen-limitation, and consequently, simulations with increased root depths had the largest increases in plant productivity and vegetation biomass (Figure 9). In fact, the CN_{high Root25} species with adapted roots (CN_{high Root60}) became no longer nitrogen-limited in the future (Figure 8) and had an extra 16% increase in aboveground biomass compared with the CN_{high Root25} species. This suggests that species that are able to extend roots deep into the soil profile will have a competitive advantage under future warming. This has been observed in Arctic permafrost peatlands. For example, [73] found a change from shrub-dominated hummock sites to graminoid-dominated in Sweden over a 30-year period in response changes in frozen ground.
There are around 1.7 million km$^2$ of permafrost peatlands [74]. The shallow-rooting species ($CN_{\text{high,Root}_{25}}$) has about 90 gm$^2$ aboveground biomass in the present day, which converts to 0.15 Gt C over the permafrost peatlands. An increase of 22% gives an extra 0.033 Gt C of aboveground biomass for this species over the permafrost peatlands. If this species grows deeper roots, there is an increase of 33% in the aboveground biomass which gives an extra 0.05 Gt C. The extent of the permafrost region is estimated to be 21 million km$^2$ with approximately 14 million km$^2$ underlain by permafrost [75]. If the response of the shallow rooting species in JULES is extrapolated to the entire permafrost region, there is an extra 1.2–1.9 Gt C of carbon in the aboveground vegetation. Our results demonstrate an increase in future projections of carbon storage through enhanced biomass when including root adaptation and growth in models. This process has not previously been accounted for in Earth System Models. Therefore, it needs to be quantified for a range of Arctic vegetation types and its impact on climate–carbon feedbacks quantified in future Earth System models.

We assume that the nitrogen cycling represented within JULES has a realistic response to a changing climate. However, it was developed specifically to capture the large-scale interaction of carbon and nitrogen in a simple way [53] and therefore has limitations. In particular, it assumes fixed plant stoichiometry. Recent analyses of field observations have observed changes in leaf nitrogen content in response to increased nitrogen availability [76]. The inclusion of flexible stoichiometry into JULES has the potential to alter the carbon and nitrogen cycling and the impact of climate change on the biogeochemical feedbacks in the future. Competition between species was not included in the simulations in this paper. Here, only Arctic $C_3$ PFT was allowed to grow. However, there is a high dominance of *Sphagnum fuscum* moss throughout the site [40]. This is not accounted for in JULES and will impact both the surface water and energy balance and the biogeochemical cycling, including the soil net mineralisation. By only considering one PFT in this way, we are not considering the complete response of Arctic vegetation to future climate change such as plant species change. For example, although shrub expansion is often considered in tundra ecosystems, abrupt permafrost thaw can result in the formations of thaw ponds which can lead to vegetation shifts towards graminoid-dominated wetland [69]. Furthermore, shrub growth can be limited by wet soil conditions and nutrient-limitation whilst deep-rooting graminoid species may have the advantage of accessing newly available nutrients such as inorganic nitrogen under future permafrost thaw [69]. There are also uncertainties surrounding the interactions between Arctic vegetation response to increased nitrogen availability and impacts on nutrient cycling. As an example, as vegetation such as shrubs increase in height and cover as a result of warming, canopy overtopping might reduce the capacity to respond to warming induced changes [22]. However, such increases can also increase litter input to soils and enhance nitrogen mineralisation rates [33,77,78]. Therefore, any projections of vegetation responses in arctic ecosystems contain uncertainties surrounding overall response until these interactions are better understood and represented in models. Similarly, although an increase of root abundance of Arctic species at the thaw front is expected under future warming [43,44], there is relatively little known regarding root distribution with depth. In our simulations, we assumed a linearly decreasing distribution as a function of depth; however, alternatives are suggested and may differ for different species or ecosystems [41]. Although peat processes have recently been added to JULES [62], they are not yet included in this model configuration, and will impact the simulation of the soil carbon and nitrogen distribution and hence the available inorganic nitrogen.

Ultimately JULES is a model and we have tested a single process within that model: response to increased soil nitrogen-availability, both to test whether the representation of this process is realistic and to illustrate its potential role under future climate change. The bigger question is what the future of the Arctic system is as a whole, and to evaluate this, there are many interacting processes that must be considered, such as shifts in vegetation composition, hydrological and biogeochemical processes, some of which are included in JULES and some of which still need to be developed. For instance, most terrestrial
Nitrogen cycling models assume that plants can only utilise inorganic forms of nitrogen, yet it is known that Arctic vegetation can directly access organic nitrogen [79]. Furthermore, a study by [80] found that modelled organic nitrogen accounted for 36–87% of total nitrogen uptake by plants in tundra ecosystems with others estimating that nearly 60% of the nitrogen uptake by plants is from free amino acids in the arctic tundra [81]. Organic nitrogen may have different controls compared to inorganic nitrogen considered in our study and could play a very important role in plant nutrition under future warming. For example, a study by [35] that measured organic nitrogen (extractable, mineralizable and plant-available) and found consistently higher amounts in deeper layers of the soils. Therefore, future permafrost thaw and vegetation shifts under future climate change could be heavily involved with organic nitrogen; yet, this process is generally not included in land surface models. There are also vegetation processes such as root suberization and re-translocation of nutrients into storage tissues that will affect their response to additional nitrogen availability [35] and these are generally not included in models either. For example, thaw-depth development synchrony with plant nitrogen demand has the potential to be mismatched, whilst some species such as R. chamaemorus as well as deep-rooting graminoid species have been found to take up nitrogen by the time a meaningful change in thaw depth has occurred [35,82].

It is therefore important to recognise the limitations of using a model as presented in this study in presenting the complete picture of the arctic system under future climate change. However, considering the strong nitrogen limitation in the Arctic overall, we expect that the addition of mineralised nitrogen from permafrost has a role to play in the overall response of the Arctic ecosystem to climate change, and our results support this hypothesis, albeit that they illustrate only one aspect of the response. Similarly, by testing a model’s ability in representing one response such as belowground fertilisation, we can get closer to a more complete representation of the Arctic system and thus closer to getting the whole ecosystem response right.

5. Conclusions

We have simulated the response of Arctic vegetation to belowground fertilisation in JULES, which was able to successfully replicate a three-year belowground fertilisation experiment, illustrating the model’s ability to simulate belowground nitrogen dynamics in a permafrost-affected ecosystem. JULES simulations show that both shallow- and deep-rooting vegetation responded positively to increased nutrient availability from fertilisation near the soil surface. Increased plant-available inorganic nitrogen pools allowed an increase of nitrogen uptake and subsequent productivity of both shallow- and deep-rooting species. In particular, the shallow-rooting species was no longer nitrogen-limited due to enhanced NPP. This increase in productivity then resulted in increasing biomass for both species. However, only deep-rooting species responded to fertilisation at the thaw front, in accordance with the observations.

Future projections indicate that deep-rooting plant species may have a competitive advantage in response to belowground fertilisation in a warming climate. Results for the model runs where plant roots were allowed to extend their foraging to the thaw front show that deep roots respond more positively to increased available inorganic nitrogen than shallow roots, with simulations showing higher productivity and a further increase of 8% biomass for the deepest rooting species. Furthermore, as inorganic nitrogen becomes available and productivity increases, simulations for shallow-rooting species with extended roots at depth (CN_{high,Root_{60}}) are able to meet their NPP potential, becoming no longer nitrogen-limited, whilst deep-rooting species with extended roots at depth greatly reduced nitrogen limitation. The research presented here is progress towards a more realistic model representation of nitrogen dynamics in permafrost-affected ecosystems.

This increases potential to better understand the impacts of climate change on the coupled carbon and nitrogen cycle in the Arctic system.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Table of differences between the standard C_3 PFT and an Arctic (higher latitude C_3) PFT. * The suggested root depth of the C_3 high latitude PFT is 0.2 m, but in this paper, the root depths were modified to approximately represent the observed vegetation root depths (0.45 m and 0.25 m for deep and shallow roots, respectively).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>(Units)</th>
<th>C_3 PFT</th>
<th>Arctic C_3 PFT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disturbance rate</td>
<td>( \gamma_{rea} ) (( \gamma_{rea} ))</td>
<td>(/360 days)</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower temp. for carboxylation</td>
<td>( T_{low} )</td>
<td>(°C)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper temp. for carboxylation</td>
<td>( T_{upp} )</td>
<td>(°C)</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rooting depth</td>
<td>rootdft</td>
<td>(m)</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>variable *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leaf mass per unit area</td>
<td>LMA</td>
<td>kg[leaf] m(^{-2})</td>
<td>0.0495</td>
<td>0.045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top leaf N content per unit mass</td>
<td>( N_{mass} )</td>
<td>(kg[N]/kg[leaf] (^{-1}))</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0.026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantum efficiency of photosynthesis</td>
<td>( \alpha )</td>
<td>mol [CO(_2)]/mol [PAR photons]</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A2. Table of modifications for different Carbon-Nitrogen (CN) ratio cases. \( N_{mass} \) is the top leaf N content per unit mass; \( N_r \) is root nitrogen concentration (kg[N]/kg[C]) and \( N_{sw} \) is stemwood nitrogen concentration (kg[N]/kg[C]). Here, standard indicates the standard JULES model configuration, whilst \( CN_{low Root60} \) represents *E. hermaphroditum* and \( CN_{high Root25} \) represents *R. chamaemorus*.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Standard</th>
<th>( CN_{low Root60} )</th>
<th>( CN_{high Root25} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( N_{mass} )</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>0.052</td>
<td>0.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( N_r )</td>
<td>0.0162</td>
<td>0.0324</td>
<td>0.00784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( N_{sw} )</td>
<td>0.01604</td>
<td>0.03208</td>
<td>0.0083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C:N ratio</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. root depth (cm)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table A3. Change in plant uptake inorganic N (kg[N] m\(^{-2}\) year\(^{-1}\)). Taken as 10-year average values for present (2000–2010) with standard roots and future (2090–2100) under the RCP8.5 scenario for both standard roots and adapted roots which represent future root growth into deeper depths.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Present</th>
<th>Std Roots</th>
<th>Deeper Roots</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CN(_{\text{high Root25}})</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>4.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CN(_{\text{low Root50}})</td>
<td>9.53</td>
<td>16.65</td>
<td>37.26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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